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ABSTRACT
We present constraints on the number of Galactic magnetars, which we have established by searching for sources
with periodic variability in 506 archival Chandra observations and 441 archival XMM-Newton observations of the
Galactic plane (jbj< 5). Our search revealed four sources with periodic variability on timescales of 200Y5000 s, all
of which are probably accreting white dwarfs. We identify 7 of 12 known Galactic magnetars, but find no new ex-
amples with periods between 5 and 20 s. We convert this nondetection into limits on the total number of Galactic
magnetars by computing the fraction of the young Galactic stellar population that our survey covered. We find that
easily detectable magnetars, modeled after persistent anomalous X-ray pulsars (e.g., with LX ¼ 1035 ergs s1 [0.5Y
10.0 keV] and Arms ¼ 12%), could have been identified in 5% of the Galactic spiral arms by mass. If we assume
that three previously known examples randomly fall within our survey, then there are 59þ9232 in the Galaxy. Barely de-
tectable magnetars (LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1 and Arms ¼ 15%) could have been identified throughout 0.4% of the
spiral arms. The lack of new examples implies that <540 exist in the Galaxy (90% confidence). Similar constraints
are found by considering the detectability of transient magnetars in outburst. For assumed lifetimes of 104 yr, the
birth rate of magnetars is between 0.003 and 0.06 yr1. Therefore, the birth rate of magnetars is at least 10% of that
for normal radio pulsars, and could exceed that value, unless transient magnetars are active for k105 yr.
Subject headinggs: stars: neutron — stars: statistics — X-rays: stars
1. INTRODUCTION
Astronomers have only started to appreciate the diversity of
the properties of neutron stars that are produced when massive
stars collapse and explode (Popov et al. 2006). The list of differ-
ent manifestations of neutron stars now includes radio pulsars
that are powered by the rotation of their 108Y1013 G magnetic
fields (e.g., Lorimer et al. 2006); accreting X-ray pulsars (e.g.,
Bildsten et al. 1997; Wijnands & van der Klis 1998) and ther-
monuclear bursters (e.g., Strohmayer & Bildsten 2006) that are
accreting matter from binary companions; magnetars that are
powered by the decay of their k1014 G fields (which histori-
cally have been categorized as either anomalous X-ray pulsars
or soft gamma repeaters; e.g., Woods & Thompson 2006); in-
termittently detectable ‘‘Rotating RAdio Transients’’ (RRATs;
McLaughlin et al. 2006); isolated, cooling neutron stars that
shine primarily in soft X-rays (Walter et al. 1996; Haberl 2007),
and central compact objects that are seen as point sources near
the centers of supernova remnants (Chakrabarty et al. 2001;
Seward et al. 2003; Pavlov et al. 2004). Understanding the prop-
erties of these compact objects and their birth rates provides im-
portant constraints on the late-time evolution of massive stars,
and on the processes that occur during stellar collapse. The
relationships among the different classes of compact object
could reveal how their magnetic fields decay and their interiors
cool.
In this paper we present a search for magnetars. This search is
timely for two reasons. First, recent evidence suggests that mag-
netars are the products of unusually massive progenitors. Three
magnetars have been found to be in clusters of massive, young
stars (Fuchs et al. 1999; Vrba et al. 2000; Eikenberry et al. 2004),
and the turnoff masses of two of these clusters imply that the pro-
genitors to the neutron stars were verymassive, 30Y40M (Figer
et al. 2005; Muno et al. 2006). A fourth magnetar has been as-
sociated with a bubble of neutral hydrogen that was probably
blown by the wind of a >30M progenitor (Gaensler et al. 2005).
This suggests that massive stars may be more likely to produce
magnetars, whereas ordinary radio pulsars are generally presumed
to be left by lower mass, 8Y20M progenitors (e.g., Heger et al.
2003). Given that lessmassive stars aremuchmore common (e.g.,
Kroupa 2002), if massive stars produce magnetars, one would ex-
pect that their birth rates should bemuch lower than those of radio
pulsars (Gaensler et al. 2005).
Second, there is significant debate about how the strong mag-
netic fields that characterize magnetars are produced. The original
hypothesis is that magnetars are born with millisecond periods,
and that the strong fields are produced by a dynamo in the rapidly
rotating protoYneutron star (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Heger
et al. 2005). However, observations of supernova remnants as-
sociated with magnetars rule out the expected input of energy
fromneutron stars with initial spin periodsP3ms (Vink&Kuiper
2006). At the same time, the discovery of a few OB stars with
103 G surface fields (Donati et al. 2002, 2006a, 2006b) has mo-
tivated the alternative hypothesis that magnetar-strength fields
are primordial, having been amplified only by the collapse of
the core (Ferrario & Wickramasinghe 2006). This second hy-
pothesis is attractive because it makes a straightforward pre-
diction, that the birth rate of magnetars should be equal to that
of highly magnetized OB stars. However, it cannot yet explain
why some highly magnetized neutron stars are radio pulsars
instead of magnetars (e.g., Pivovaroff et al. 2000). This discrep-
ancy is one of themain points in favor of the- dynamo process
that would act in a rapidly rotating protoYneutron star, because it
could producek1015 G internal fields that would power the mag-
netars (Thompson et al. 2002).
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Here, we report the results of our search for new Galactic mag-
netars in archival observations takenwith theChandra X-RayOb-
servatory and the XMM-Newton Observatory. Previous searches
for periodic sources with these observatories have been limited to
small fields, such as the Small Magellanic Cloud (Macomb et al.
2003; Edge et al. 2004) and the central 20 pc of theGalaxy (Muno
et al. 2003). Our search incorporates observations through the
entire Galactic plane. Although we find four new sources with
significant periodic signals, none are likely to be magnetars.
Therefore, we use the survey to place limits on the number of
active magnetars in the Galaxy, and discuss the implications for
their birth rates.
2. OBSERVATIONS
We attempted to identify new magnetars by searching for
sources with periodic X-ray pulsations in archivalChandra and
XMM-Newton observations of the Galactic plane. We included
observations with a Galactic latitude jbj< 5 that were public
as of 2007 January. For both observatories, we required that some
of the data were taken in an imaging mode. For Chandra, we fur-
ther rejected observations taken with the gratings in place. For
XMM-Newton, we rejected all observations shorter than 10 ks,
because they were often affected by background flares throughout
their entire duration. In total, we searched 506 Chandra observa-
tions, and 441 XMM-Newton observations. The coverage on the
sky is illustrated in Figure 1. Within a Galactic longitude of jlj<
10

and a latitude jbj< 5, which encloses about half of the mass
of the Galaxy (e.g., using the model in Launhardt et al. 2002),
these observations cover about 6% of the sky. Closer to the Galac-
tic plane, within jlj< 10 and jbj< 0:5, the observations cover
25% of the sky.
The raw event lists and calibration data were downloaded from
the High EnergyAstrophysics Science Archive Research Center.6
We processed the event lists produced by each observatory in the
standard manner, in order to extract events for sources that we
could search for periodic variability.
2.1. Chandra Data Preparation
The Chandra data were processed using CIAO version 3.4.
As we were only interested in the arrival times of events, we did
not apply the latest calibration.We started with the default level 2
event files, and removed any time intervals during which flares
from the particle background caused the total event rate from the
detectors to increase bymore than 2  above the mean event rate.
Fig. 1.—Locations of archival observations used for this survey. Black squares areChandra observations, schematically representedwith boxes that have an area equal
to that of the ACIS-I. Gray rectangles represent XMM-Newton observations, schematically represented with boxes that have an area equal to that of one EPIC MOS.
6 See http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov.
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We then generated exposure maps at a fiducial energy of 1.5 keV
(i.e., the peak of the detector effective area), and binned the event
lists to produce images in the 0.5Y8.0 keV band. These were used
to search for point sources using the routine wavdetect (Freeman
et al. 2002). For computational efficiency, we searched a series of
three images using sequences of wavelet scales that increased by
a factor of
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
: a central, unbinned image of 8.50 by 8.50 searched
over scales of 1Y4 pixels, an image binned by a factor of 2 to cover
170 by 170 searched over scales of 1Y8 pixels, and an image binned
by a factor of four to cover the entire field searched over scales of
1Y16 pixels. The source lists from each image were combined for
each observation, favoring the positions derived from the images
with the highest spatial resolution for sources detected at multiple
scales. We did not attempt to discriminate real sources from de-
tector artifacts, such as the boundaries of the individual charge-
coupled devices (CCDs), at this stage of the algorithm.
We then extracted events from each source, using a radius de-
fined to enclose 90% of the point spread function (PSF) at 4.5 keV.
In this case, a relatively higher energy was used so that we would
not exclude photons from sourceswith hard spectra. The radiuswas
dependent on the offset from the aim point in arcminutes ( ), and
was parameterized based on simulations with the CIAO toolmkpsf
as
r ¼ 3:27þ 0:342þ 0:0202 þ 0:0193; ð1Þ
where r is the radius in pixels (0.49200 ). We corrected the arrival
times of the events to the solar system barycenter using the tool
axbary.
2.2. XMM Data Preparation
The XMM-Newton event lists from the European Photon Im-
aging Camera (EPIC) were analyzed using version 7.0 of the
Science Analysis Software,7 CIAO 3.4, and the High EnergyAs-
trophysics Software version 6.3.0.8 We examined the lists from
each active imaging detector separately, starting with the files
from the archive. For most observations, the same field was ob-
served with three independent cameras: one pn CCD array and
two metal-oxide-silicon [MOS] CCD arrays. We removed time
intervals during which particle events caused the event rate from
the detector to flare more than two standard deviations above the
mean rate. This selection was generally successful at removing
particle flares, but in many cases the entire observation for a given
camera was affected by flares, which rendered this automatic al-
gorithm useless.We discarded data from individual cameras (usu-
ally the pn) for observations too badly affected by flares.
We then created images of the 0.2Y12 keVevents, binned to 400
resolution. The standard data selection was applied to make the
images, in order to remove events near the edges of the detector
chips and bad pixels, and to reject events that were likely to be
cosmic rays (pattern 4 for the pn and 12 for the MOS). We
then generated matching exposure maps. We searched for point
sources using the routine ewavelet, separately for each obser-
vation. At this stage of the algorithm, we did not attempt to dis-
criminate real sources from detector artifacts, nor did we attempt
to verify that sources detected in one camera were present in the
others.We extracted event lists from individual sources using the
radius produced by ewavelet, which generally was 1500 and
enclosed50% of the PSF. The arrival times of the photons were
corrected to the solar system barycenter using the tool barycen.
2.3. Identifying Candidate Signals
For sources with at least 100 total events from either observa-
tory (including background), we computed Fourier periodograms
to search for periodic signals. The range of periods searched for
both instruments was designed to encompass those of known
magnetars with X-ray pulsations, 5Y12 s (Woods & Thompson
2006). However, we note that after our analysis was completed,
Camilo et al. (2007) announced the discovery at radiowavelengths
of 2 s pulsations from 1E 1547.0-5408. Periods this short would
generally only be identifiable in XMM-Newton EPIC-pn data with
our search.
For the Chandra data, we used the Rayleigh statistic (Z 21 ;
Buccheri et al. 1983). We searched for signals with frequencies
between 1.5 times theNyquist frequency (i.e., 1:5 ; 1/2tbin, where
tbin is the interval at which the data were read out) and 10% of the
inverse of the total time interval of the observation (i.e., 0:1/Texp)
to avoid red noise.We used a frequency step corresponding to the
inverse of the total time interval (1/Texp). For most observations,
the data were read out every tbin ¼ 3:1 s, so the highest frequen-
cies searched correspond to periods of 4.1 s. Observations typi-
cally lasted between 1.2 and 120 ks, so we could identify signals
with periods at the upper range of at least 120 s, and in some
cases 12,000 s.
For the XMM-Newton data, the Rayleigh statistic was com-
putationally inefficient to compute for pn observations of bright
sources, so we computed discrete fast Fourier transforms. The
data were padded so that the number of points in the transform
was a power of 2, so the frequency resolution was generally finer
than 1/Texp. The maximum frequency considered was the Nyquist
frequency for the data. The pn data was taken with a time resolu-
tion of at least 73.4ms, providing sensitivity to periods as short as
0.15 s. The MOS data was taken with a time resolution of at least
2.4 s, and so our search was sensitive to periods as short as 4.8 s.
The lowest frequency considered was 0.1/Texp.
The confidence with which we could exclude that any given
signal was produced by random noise depended on the number
of trial signals examined, N trial. The typical Chandra observa-
tion lasted 20 ks, and contained 3 sources with >100 counts, and
had a time resolution of 3.1 s, so that there were Ntrial  20;000
trial frequencies in the ensemble of periodograms from each ob-
servation. The typical XMM-Newton observation also lasted
20 ks, and contained25 sources per camera with >100 counts.
For each MOS detector, with a time resolution of 2.4 s, the typ-
ical set of periodograms contained Ntrial  200;000 trial periods
per observation. For the pn detector, with a time resolution of
73.4 ms, the typical set of periodograms contained Ntrial  1:8 ;
108 trial periods. In total, we searched 1:7 ; 1011 trial periods, the
vast majority of which were from the high time resolution data
taken with the EPIC pn.
The powers produced by random noise in a periodogram in
which nmeasurements have been averaged are distributed as a 2
function with 2n degrees of freedom. Following Ransom et al.
(2002), we refer to the measured Fourier powers with n ¼ 1 as
Pmeas, and normalize them so that the mean power produced by
white noise is 1. The chance probability that noise would pro-
duce a signal larger than Pmeas can be determined from an ex-
ponential distribution:
prob ¼ 1 (1 ePmeas )Ntrial  NtrialePmeas ; ð2Þ
where the approximation is valid for Pmeas31 (Ransom et al.
2002). Given the large number of trials for our entire search, a
signal that had a<0.1% chance of resulting from noise must have
7 See http://xmm.vilspa.esa.es/external/xmm_user_support /documentation/
sas_wsg/USG/USG.html.
8 See http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/ lheasoft.
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a power Pmeas > 32:8. Such a signal would be detected at a con-
fidence level equivalent to 3  over the entire search, or 8  in a
single trial.
However, a signal could also be considered significant if it
was detected with a lower power in multiple observations, as one
might hope would occur given that XMM-Newton has three sep-
arate cameras that observe the same patch of the sky. For instance,
given two signals Pmeas;1 and Pmeas;2 at the same frequency, the
chance probability that their sum exceeds some value is a 2 dis-
tribution with 4 degrees of freedom:
prob  Ntrial(1þ Pmeas;1 þ Pmeas;2)e(Pmeas;1þPmeas; 2) ð3Þ
(see Ransom et al. 2002 for the general form for summing an
arbitrary number of signals). If we take Pmeas;1 ¼ Pmeas;2, for
example, a signal has a <0.1% of resulting from noise if it ap-
peared with Pmeas;1 > 17 in both observations. In principle, one
could devise an algorithm that searched through all of the periodo-
grams from the same source, and sum the powers at each fre-
quency to search for signals that repeat in the data. In practice,
however, the periodograms were not all computed with the same
frequency resolution, whichmakes such an effort difficult. More-
over, when considering observations separated in time, one also
has to be concerned that some candidate signals drifted in fre-
quency, either because of the spin-down of an isolated pulsar, or
Doppler shifts for a pulsar in a binary (see, e.g., Vaughan et al.
1994 for further discussion).
Therefore, we have adopted a simplified approach in examin-
ing candidate signals, by recording all signals with powers with
less than a 1% chance of resulting from noise in a search of a
single source. For Chandra ACIS, the threshold power is gen-
erally Pmeas > 17. For the XMM-Newton MOS, the threshold
power is typically Pmeas > 19, whereas for the pn the power is
Pmeas > 26. Any candidate signal was inspected to determine
its significance.
With these search criteria, our results up to this point were dom-
inated by signals that are nonperiodic noise or detector artifacts. In
both Chandra and XMM-Newton data, we detected low-frequency
noise from astrophysical flares in the count rates of individual
sources such as preYmain-sequence stars, and from background
flares that our filtering algorithm failed to remove. FromChandra
ACIS, we detected signals from sources that fell near chip bound-
aries, at the harmonics and beat periods of the satellite dither
(700 s in the x-direction, 1000 s in the y). For the XMM-Newton
EPIC, particularly the pn, we found signals with a range of periods
that appeared to be related to hot columns and chip boundaries,
particularly in observations with high particle background. We
are not certain of the origin of these signals from the EPIC. The
spurious signals introduced by the detector generally shared the
feature that they could be found in multiple sources at the exact
same frequency during an observation. Therefore, we have re-
moved from consideration any signals that appeared in two or
more sources on the same detector in the same observation. After
removing such signals, we found 358 sources with candidate sig-
nals in the Chandra observations, and 1380 sources (some of
which are duplicates) with signals from XMM-Newton.
These signals still turned out to be dominated by low-frequency
noise and detector artifacts, which could be quickly determined by
visually inspecting the power spectrum. Therefore, for the final
step, we scrutinized 1700 power spectra by eye to remove the
remaining examples that were clearly noisy, and to remove sources
that appeared to be detector artifacts. We defined a signal as sig-
nificant if it had a power Pmeas > 32:8 in a single observation or
had a power larger than the single-observation threshold in two
or more observations. We found a few sources with significant
periodic signals that we could not attribute to noise or detector
artifacts. We describe the previously known and new sources
separately below.
2.3.1. Known Sources
Most of the signals were from previously identified pulsars.
These confirmed that our algorithm worked as intended. In our
Chandra observations, we identified the high-mass X-ray binary
(HMXB) 4U 1145619 (White et al. 1978; Rutledge et al.
2007), CXOU J164710.2455216 (Muno et al. 2006), and two
sources toward the Galactic center (CXOC J174532.3290251
and GXOGC J174532.7290552; Muno et al. 2003). In the
XMM-Newton observations, we identified the pulsars Geminga
(Halpern & Holt 1992; Jackson & Halpern 2005) and PSR
J15135908 (Seward & Harnden 1982), the HMXB Sct X-1
(Koyama et al. 1991; Kaplan et al. 2007), and the magnetars 1E
1048.15937 (Seward et al. 1986; Tiengo et al. 2005), 1RXS
J170849.0400910 (Sugizaki et al. 1997; Rea et al. 2005), SGR
1806-20 (Murakami et al. 1994; Mereghetti et al. 2005), SGR
1900+14 (Hurley et al. 1999; Mereghetti et al. 2006a), XTE
J1810197 in outburst ( Ibrahim et al. 2004; Halpern & Gotthelf
2005), and 1E 2259+586 (Fahlman & Gregory 1981). The list
above includes 7 of the 12 confirmed magnetars in the Galaxy.
It is notable, however, that several magnetars were not detected
in our search, despite being the targets of archival Chandra and
XMM-Newton observations. Here, we summarize the difficulties
encountered identifying several examples:
1E 2259+586.—Not identified with Chandra because it sat-
urated the detector during an imaging observation.
1E 1048.15937 and 1RXS J170849.0400910.—Not iden-
tified with Chandra because they were only observed with the
gratings in place. These cases are not a serious concern, because
such bright sources are rare, and so almost never are found ser-
endipitously in the fields of Chandra and XMM-Newton.
SGR180620 and SGR1900+14.—Not identified byChandra
while in quiescence.Although their signalswere present in the data,
their powers were below our search threshold. All of the above
sources were identified with XMM-Newton.
4U 0142+61.—Not identified with either Chandra or XMM-
Newton. This is partly because the source had a small pulse frac-
tion (4% rms), but also because of the detector modes with which
the source was observed. With Chandra the source either satu-
rated the detector during imaging observations, or was observed
with the gratings in place. With XMM-Newton, only the MOS2
camerawas active, and themagnetar only produced a signal above
the single-observation threshold (Pmeas > 18) in one of the two
observations. That signal (Pmeas ¼ 24:7) was below the threshold
for our entire search, and so cannot be considered a detection as
part of our blind search. However, had that source been observed
with the pn active, we would have identified it.
1E 1841045.—Also not identified with Chandra or XMM-
Newton. With a fractional rms amplitude of 13% rms, it did not
produce a significant signal in the Chandra data. The XMM-
Newton observations of this source were too short (<10 ks) to
be included in our search. A longer XMM-Newton observation
would almost certainly have identified this source.
SGR 162741, AX J1845.00258, and XTE J1810197.—
These were in quiescence and were all too faint to produce de-
tectable pulsations, even in searches targeted at their known or
suspected spin periods (Gotthelf et al. 2004; Tam et al. 2006;
Mereghetti et al. 2006b). These objects, and possibly the newly
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identified magnetar 1E 1547.05408, represent a class of mag-
netars from which pulsations could only be detected intermit-
tently, or perhaps not at all, in a search like ours.
2.3.2. Newly Identified Sources
Four sources produced periodic signals that have not been pre-
viously reported. In Table 1 we have listed basic information
about each source and signal. Figures 2 and 3 contain the Fourier
power spectra in which the candidate signals were discovered.
The power spectra provided initial estimates of the pulse periods.
We then refined the periods by (1) computing pulse profiles from
nonoverlapping intervals between 1000 and 10,000 s long (de-
pending on the number of counts from the source), (2) measuring
their phases by fitting a sinusoid to the data, and (3) modeling the
differences between the assumed andmeasured phases using first-
order polynomials. The pulse profiles are displayed in Figures 4
and 5. Below we remark on some peculiarities to each source:
CXOU J174728.0321445.—The 5000 s period from this
source is longer than 10% of the exposure time, so it would not
have been identified in our search were it not for the facts that the
signal has a strong harmonic near 2500 s. The source is detected
in two observations. In both observations, it lies near the edge of
a detector. The 707.4 s dither period is clearly detected in the data,
but the1000 s dither period (specifically, 1010.9 s in observation
4567 and 989.9 s in observation 4566) is not seen because of the
orientation of the detector. In addition, signals are detected at the
difference between the frequencies of the dither and the 5000 s
signal. The periods from the phase connection analysis differ at the
2  level, so this signal may not be strictly coherent.
CXOU J182531.4144036.—This sourcewas identified for its
780 s period. The signal is unrelated to the dither periods, which in
this observationwere at 999.7 and 707.6 s.Oddly, a5000 s period
is also present in this source. We have confirmed that this 5000 s
period does not appear in most sources observed with Chandra,
and the profile of the 5000 s signal is more sinusoidal in this source
than in CXOU J174728.0321445. However, only four cycles of
the 5000 s signal were covered by the observation, so this signal
may be low-frequency nonperiodic noise that randomly produced a
strong peak in the power spectrum.
XMMU J124429.7630407.—A 475 s period was detected
from this source in five of six trial power spectra from two dif-
ferent observations. The source is faint, and the nondetection
with the MOS2 in observation 010948101 can be ascribed to un-
favorable noise.
XMMU J185330.7012815.—This source, also known as
AX J1853.30128, exhibited a 238 s period in all three detectors
in the one observation of it. The analysis of the phases of this
source indicate the signal is not coherent, as the phases vary by
0.1 cycles with a timescale of 5000 s. The periodic signal
from this source was identified independently by J. Halpern and
E. Gotthelf, who also carried out spectroscopy of its optical coun-
terpart, and suggest that it is a cataclysmic variable (2007, private
communication).
We note that it is curious that the period of the signal from
XMMU J124429.7630407 is within 2  of being a factor of 2
longer than the period of the signal from XMMU J185330.7
012815. We have not been able to identify any systematic effect
that might explain both signals. In our search, we did not find sim-
ilar significant signals from any of the thousands of other sources
that we examined. The signals are unlikely to be detector artifacts,
because they are detected in the pn and both MOS cameras. Hav-
ing failed to identify any causes intrinsic to the spacecraft, on-board
computers, or data processing, we believe that they are astrophys-
ical, and that the factor of 2 difference between them is simply a
coincidence.
3. DISCUSSION
The periodic signals that we have detected from previously
unidentified sources all have periods longer than 100 s. Although
there is a chance that some of these systems are neutron stars, we
expect that most of them belong to the much larger population of
magnetically accreting white dwarfs, either polars or intermediate
polars (e.g., Norton&Watson 1989; Schwarz et al. 2002; Ramsay
& Cropper 2003; Muno et al. 2003). Accreting white dwarfs typ-
ically have luminosities of 1030Y1032 ergs s1, so that given their
count rates, they could be located as close as 50 pc (for XMMU
J185330.7012815) or as far as 5 kpc (for XMMU J124429.7
630407). As members of the local Galactic neighborhood they
will be distributed over the entire sky, not just within jbj< 5,
our targeted survey of the Galactic plane is not particularly effi-
cient at finding cataclysmic variables. Therefore, we do not dis-
cuss them further.
TABLE 1
Candidate Periodic Signals
Source ObsID Detector Counts
Texp
(ks)
Period
(s) Pmeas
CXOU J174728.0321445 ........................... 4567 ACIS-S 2076 42.1 4910  20 199
4566 ACIS-S 1489 28.3 4790  50 81.9
CXOU J182531.4144036 ........................... 5341 ACIS-I 548 18.0 780  3 36.4
5000  100 42.8
XMMU J124429.7630407.......................... 010948101 pn 491 49.0 475.0  0.6 21.3
MOS-1 187 52.0 474.6  0.8 14.4
MOS-2 162 52.0 474.5  1.0 3.5
010948401 pn 403 39.3 475.1  0.5 23.5
MOS-1 145 41.7 476.7  1.7 11.1
MOS-2 141 41.1 473.9  1.2 11.8
XMMU J185330.7012815.......................... 0201500301 pn 20637 20.0 238.2  0.1 74.2
MOS-1 6781 20.1 238.4  0.2 39.1
MOS-2 6953 20.2 238.4  0.2 26.3
Notes.—The columns are as follows: the source names; the identifiers of the observations in which the signals were found; the detector with
which the sources were observed; the total number of counts extracted for the source (includes background); the exposure times of the obser-
vations; the periods, which were computed by tracking the phases of the oscillations; and the power which the source was identified in the initial
power spectrum.
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In the context of a search for magnetars, it is notable that no
new source was found to exhibit periodic variability with periods
in the range of knownmagnetars that are pulsed inX-rays, 5Y12 s.
To understand the lack of detections of obvious candidate neutron
stars, we need to compute the fraction of the Galaxy that was cov-
ered by our survey. If the properties of magnetars as a population
were better known, we would do so by assuming distributions for
their luminosities and pulse amplitudes, and carry out a maximum
likelihood orMonte Carlo calculation to model the observed pop-
ulation (e.g., Faucher-Gigue`re & Kaspi 2006; Lorimer et al.
2006). However, the intrinsic distributions for the luminosities
and pulse fractions of magnetars are poorly constrained. Some
guidance can be obtained from models that explain the pulsa-
tions as originating from single bright spots on their surfaces.
O¨zel (2002) find that the fractional amplitudes of pulsations are
largest when the hot spot is located on the equator, and viewed
from the equator. However, the amplitude drops by 50% when
the spot and viewer have a latitude >50. Therefore, we roughly
estimate that any given magnetar will be easily detectable over
65% of the sky.
Unfortunately, as we describe below, the luminosities of mag-
netars are highly variable, and cannot be predicted by first prin-
ciples because the mechanism causing the variability is not un-
derstood (e.g., Woods et al. 2004; Muno et al. 2007). Therefore,
in the following we only present some representative cases. The
total Galactic populations for our fiducial examples are then cal-
culated in two steps, first computing the depth along the line of
sight through the Galaxy to which our observations were sensi-
tive, and second estimating the fraction of the stellar mass in the
Galactic spiral arms that was enclosed by our observations.
3.1. Depth of the Survey
We compute the depth (D) through the Galaxy that each ob-
servation was sensitive for any given luminosity (LX) and limiting
total number of counts (Clim) from
Clim=Texp¼ det(NH½l; b;D) LX
4D 2
; ð4Þ
where det(NH½l; b;D) is the conversion factor between flux and
count rate for each detector. This factor depends additionally on
the Galactic absorption NH, which in turn is a function of the
distanceD to a source and its position in the Galactic plane, l; b.
We computed f (NH ) for both the Chandra ACIS-I and for the
Fig. 2.—Power spectra from sources with periodic variability in archival Chandra observations. The left panels display power spectra from the two observations of
CXOU J174728.0321445, and the right panel displays it from CXOU J182531.4144036. The downward-pointing arrows denote the fundamental and two harmonics
of the700 s and1000 s dither periods for the satellite. The700 s dither period, alongwith beat periods between that and the 5000 s signal, are evident in the data from
CXOU J174728.0321445, because the source lay at the edge of the detector.
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XMM-Newton EPIC pn behind the medium filter using the Por-
table, Interactive Multi-Mission Simulator,9 assuming several
trial spectra and a range of NH.We have neglected some other fac-
tors that do not significantly affect our results, the choice of filters
for XMM-Newton (an5% effect on  ), and hydrocarbon build-up
on the ACIS (negligible for sources with NH k 1022 cm2).
Vignetting as a function of offset from the aim point is a small
effect for Chandra, reducing the count rate from a source by
20% at an offset of 80. We have neglected vignetting in our
Chandra observations. However, it is a large effect for XMM-
Newton, reducing the count rate by 50% at an offset of 10 0. There-
fore, we have accounted for vignetting in our XMM-Newton
observations by reducing the flux-to-counts conversion  by
33% from the on-axis value obtained from PIMMS, which is the
mean reduction over the inner 10 0. We estimate that our simple
treatment of the vignetting introduces an uncertainty of <15% on
the depth of the survey.
The spectra of magnetars are generally described as the sum
of a blackbody component with a temperature of kT  0:6 keV
and a soft power-law tail with photon index   3 (e.g., Woods
& Thompson 2006). The overall spectrum can be roughly ap-
proximated as a  ¼ 2 power law, so we take that as our fiducial
spectrum. Choosing instead a softer  ¼ 3 power law results in
values of D that are up to 30% smaller (depending on the ab-
sorption through the line of sight; see below), while choosing a
harder kT ¼ 0:6 keV blackbody increases D by up to 20%.
We estimated the absorption as a function of distance along
different lines of sight using models for Galactic optical and in-
frared extinction. For most of the Galactic plane, we linearly
interpolated visual extinction values (AV) from the model of
Drimmel et al. (2003) and converted them to K-band extinction
values using the relation AK /AV ¼ 0:11 (Rieke & Lebofsky
1985; Mathis 1990). However, within the central 25 of the Gal-
axy the model extinction from Drimmel et al. (2003) was signifi-
cantly lower than that observed (e.g., Launhardt et al. 2002), so
instead we interpolated values of the Ks-band extinction from the
table in Marshall et al. (2006). We then converted the K-band ex-
tinction (ignoring the 5% difference in AK and AKs ) into a column
density using NH ¼ 1:6 ; 1023AK cm2 (Rieke & Lebofsky 1985;
Predehl & Schmitt 1995). Absorption through the Galactic plane
can reduce the flux observed from a source by up to a factor of 30
compared to the value without absorption.We tested different val-
ues for NH/AK in the range (1:2Y2:1) ; 1022 cm2 (representing
values from, e.g., Glass 1999; Tan&Draine 2004), and found that
the uncertainty in D introduced by our choice of absorptionmodel
is 15%.
The depth of our survey depends strongly on the assumed lu-
minosity and the fractional rms amplitude of the pulsations (Arms)
for which we are searching. The rms amplitude enters considera-
tion because it determines Clim:
Arms ¼ 1:13 2Psig
Clim
 1=2
sinc1

2

Nyq
 
; ð5Þ
where Psig is the intrinsic power of a detectable signal, the fac-
tor of 1.13 is an average correction that accounts for the fact that
signals will often fall between independent Fourier bins, and
the sinc term takes into account the attenuation of the power of
a signal as its frequency  approaches the Nyquist value Nyq
Fig. 3.—Power spectra from sources with periodic variability in archival XMM-Newton observation. From left to right, we display power spectra from the first and
second observations of XMMU J124429.7630407, and from the one observation of XMMU J185330.7012815. From top to bottom, we display data from the EPIC-pn,
MOS1, and MOS2.
9 See http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/tools/pimms.html.
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Fig. 4.—Profiles of the periodic signals detected in archival Chandra observations. Two cycles are repeated in each pane. The left panels display the profiles of the
5000 s signals from the two observations of CXOU J174728.0321445. The right panels display the profiles of the 780 s (top) and 5000 s (bottom) signals fromCXOU
J182531.4144036. The period is printed at the bottom of each panel.
Fig. 5.—Profiles of the periodic signals detected in archival Chandra observations. Two cycles are repeated in each panel, and data from all of the pn, MOS1, and
MOS2 have been combined. From left to right, we display data from first and second observations of XMMU J124429.7630407, and from the one observation of
XMMU J185330.7012815.
(Vaughan et al. 1994). The intrinsic power Psig detectable in a
search must be determined using the distribution of noise pow-
ers, as described in Vaughan et al. (1994). For a search thresh-
old of Pmeas ¼ 32:8, the expected value (50% confidence) is
Psig ¼ 31:8, and the power detectable in 90% of trials is Psig ¼
48:0. In the following we will use the 90% confidence level,
Psig ¼ 48:0. The value of D computed for Psig ¼ 31:8 is10%Y
20% larger than the value for Psig ¼ 48:0.
For our depth calculation, we use two extremes as examples.
The first is an easily detectable magnetar. As our model for this,
we use a faint pulsar with a high pulse fraction, such as CXOU
J164710.2455216 in Westerlund 1 (Muno et al. 2006), which
had a luminosity of LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1 (0.5Y10 keV) and a
fully modulated sinusoidal pulse profile with Arms ¼ 0:71. Pul-
sations like this could be detected in 90% of trials with as few as
120 photons. The depth probed by any given observation scales
as L1/2X and linearly with Arms, so the easily detectable example is
equivalent to a bright magnetar like SGR 1900+14, with LX ¼
1035 ergs s1 (0.5Y10 keV) and a sinusoidal pulse profile with
Arms ¼ 0:12 (Hurley et al. 1999). In the top panel of Figure 6, we
plot the depth at which each observation would have been sensi-
tive as a function of exposure time for our easily detectable ex-
ample. Only 10% of the Chandra observations and 20% of the
XMM-Newton observations probe the entire depth of the Galactic
plane to a distance of 24 kpc from Earth.
The other extreme is a barely detectable pulsar, with a low lu-
minosity LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1 and a small pulse fractionArms ¼
0:15. This example is chosen to have been just detectable in ob-
servations comparable to those ofXTE J1810197 in quiescence,
for which LX ¼ 2 ; 1033 ergs s1 (0.5Y10 keV), and from which
pulsations were not detected to a limit of Arms < 17% (Gotthelf
et al. 2004). A source with Arms ¼ 0:15 would require 2800 pho-
tons to be identified in 90% of trials. Consequently, a search sen-
sitive to our barely detectable pulsar would cover a factor of
5 less depth than a search for easily detectable magnetars like
the one in Westerlund 1. We display the depth of a survey for a
barely detectable magnetar in the bottom panel of Figure 6. None
of the archival observations would probe the entire Galaxy when
searching for our barely detectable pulsar.
3.2. Fraction of Young Stars Enclosed by the Survey
In order to estimate the number of magnetars in the Galaxy
and their birth rates, we need to know the fraction of the Galaxy
that we have meaningfully surveyed for magnetars. Magnetars
have massive progenitors: neutron stars form from stars within
initial masses >8 M (Heger et al. 2003), and there is evidence
that magnetars form from >30 M stars (Gaensler et al. 2005;
Figer et al. 2005; Muno et al. 2006). The lifetimes of magnetars
are thought to be104 yr (Kouveliotou et al. 1994; Gaensler et al.
1999), so even if somemagnetars receive kicks of 1000 km s1,
they will be found within 10 pc of their birth place. Most mas-
sive stars are concentrated in the Galaxy’s spiral arms, so we have
calculated the fraction of the stellar mass in the spiral arms that our
observations have covered.
We use the model for the stellar mass in the spiral arms from
Wainscoat et al. (1992).
The locations of the arms are defined as a logarithmic spiral:
(R) ¼  log (R=Rmin)þ min; ð6Þ
where R is the radial distance from the Galactic center,  is the
azimuthal angle in radians (with  ¼ 0 along the line connecting
the Earth to theGalactic center, and 0 	  <  for sin l 	 0),Rmin
is the radial distance at which the arms start, min is the angle at
which the arms start, and  is the winding constant. We define
four main spiral arms, and one smaller, ‘‘local arm.’’ Each arm is
assumed to extend through an angle ext, out to a maximum ra-
dial distance of Rmax ¼ 15 kpc. The values of , Rmin, min, and
dext are listed in Table 2, taken directly from Wainscoat et al.
(1992). The parameters assume the Earth is 8.5 kpc from the Ga-
lactic center.
The stellar density along the spiral arms is given by an expo-
nential distribution with radius R and height above the plane z
(Wainscoat et al. 1992):
 ¼ 0 exp R=hjzj=hzð Þ; ð7Þ
where h ¼ 3:5 kpc is the radial scale length, hz ¼ 90 pc is the
scale height of the youngest stars in the Galactic plane, and 0 is
a normalization for which the exact value is unimportant, be-
cause we will divide by the total mass to obtain the fraction of
the arms encompassed by the survey. The density of the spiral
arms is assumed to be constant for any given R within375 pc
of the center of the arm, and zero outside that radial extent. This
model for the spiral arms is illustrated schematically in Figure 7.
In that figure, we also plot the depth through the Galaxy for which
we would detect easily and barely detectable pulsars in 90% of
trials (Psig ¼ 48:0) for each of our archival observations. The
50% completeness level would incorporate about 20% more of
Fig. 6.—Depth through the Galaxy that each observation sampled, plotted as
a function of its exposure time. Triangles illustrate ChandraACIS observations,
and circles XMM-Newton EPIC-pn observations. The EPIC-pn has a larger effec-
tive area than ACIS, so the XMM-Newton observations are systematically deeper
for a given exposure. Filled symbols indicate the depth at which we are sensitive
to an easily detectable pulsar with LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1 and Arms ¼ 70%.Open
symbols indicate the depth at which we are sensitive to a barely detectable pulsar
withLX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1 andArms ¼ 15%. The dashed line at a depth of 24 kpc
demarks observations that probe the entire Galaxy; larger depths are no longer
meaningful because they extend beyond the distribution of young stars.
TABLE 2
Spiral Arm Parameters
Arm

(rad)
Rmin
(kpc)
min
(rad)
ext
(rad)
1............................ 4.25 3.48 0.000 6.00
10 .......................... 4.25 3.48 3.141 6.00
2............................ 4.89 4.90 2.525 5.47
20 .......................... 4.89 4.90 5.666 5.47
L ........................... 4.57 8.10 5.847 0.55
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the Galaxy, but using it would add the complication that a larger
fraction of magnetars with LX and Arms above our stated limits
would be missed.
For each observation, we integrated the mass enclosed along
the line of sight out to the depths defined in x 3.1. We assumed a
field of view of 170 ; 170 forChandra, which corresponds to the
full ACIS-I array. We assumed a field-of-view of 200 ; 200 for
XMM-Newton, which corresponds to the region where vignett-
ing still provides >50% of the on-axis count rate for a source.
The fractional mass of the spiral arms enclosed by each obser-
vation is plotted as a function of Galactic longitude in Figure 8,
for the cases of easily and barely detectable pulsars.
To compute the total fractional mass enclosed by the survey,
we identified duplicate observations as those within 120 of each
other, and kept only the deepest of the duplicates. Then, we
summed the fractional masses of the unique observations in Fig-
ure 8. We estimated uncertainties on the total fractional masses
by comparing the results of the calculations made with different
values for the fiducial spectrum and for the conversion between
infrared extinction and X-ray absorption (x 3.1). We find that our
survey is 90% complete (Psig ¼ 48:0) for easily detectable pul-
sars (LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1, Arms ¼ 71%) for 5% of the Galac-
tic spiral arms under our standard model. The XMM-Newton and
Chandra observations are about equally efficient, with Chandra
surveying 2% of the spiral arms, and XMM-Newton 3% of the
spiral arms. Using reasonable alternative spectra and absorption
values described in x 3.2, the total mass fraction surveyed can
range between 3% and 7%. For barely detectable pulsars (LX ¼
3 ; 1033 ergs s1, Arms ¼ 15%) our survey is complete for 0.4%
of the spiral arms, with a range of 0.2%Y0.6% if we choose dif-
ferent input values. XMM-Newton and Chandra each surveyed
0.2% of the spiral arms on their own.
We note that this model for the spiral arms does not include
any young stars in the central 150 pc of the Galaxy, which has
been surveyed by Wang et al. (2002) and M. P. Muno et al. (in
preparation). For the easily detectable magnetar case, our archival
survey of this region reaches the Galactic center (Fig. 7). This
region contains1%of theGalactic mass (Launhardt et al. 2002),
but the star formation rate is still under debate. Figer et al. (2004)
modeled the stellar population observed in the infrared there, and
concluded that the star formation rate is 1% of the Galactic
value. However, it is possible that star formation is skewed to-
ward massive stars (Morris 1993). This is suggested by indirect
Fig. 7.—Model for the Galactic spiral arms, viewed from above the north Ga-
lactic pole, overlaid by the depth of the observations in the survey. The black lines
are the model from Wainscoat et al. (1992). The blue lines represent Chandra ob-
servations, and the red XMM-Newton observations. The top panel illustrate the
depth to which we are sensitive to easily detectable pulsars, and the bottom to
barely detectable ones.
Fig. 8.—Fraction of the mass of the spiral arms surveyed by each observation,
plotted as a function of Galactic longitude. Triangles illustrate Chandra ACIS ob-
servations, and circles XMM-Newton EPIC-pn observations. The EPIC-pn has a
larger effective area than ACIS, so the XMM-Newton observations are systemati-
cally deeper for a given exposure. The top panel, with filled symbols, indicates the
mass surveyed for which we are sensitive to an easily detectable pulsar, with
LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1 and Arms ¼ 70%. The bottom panel, with open symbols,
indicates the mass surveyed for which we are sensitive to a barely detectable
pulsar with LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1 and Arms ¼ 15%.
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measurements of the Ly flux in the region, which could be 10%
of the total Galactic value (Cox & Laureijs 1989; Figer et al.
1999). Depending on the true star formation rate, the central 2 ; 1
of the Galaxy could contribute more than half of the massive stars
studied in this project.
3.3. Constraints on the Population of Magnetars
The main uncertainty in the birth rate of magnetars in the Gal-
axy is what the ‘‘typical’’ magnetar looks like. Most known ex-
amples are easily identifiable in Chandra and XMM-Newton
observations, by which we mean that they are either: (1) lumi-
nous (LX  1035 ergs s1) with a modest pulse fraction (Arms k
13%) or (2) faint (LX  3 ; 1033 ergs s1) with a large pulse
fraction (Arms  70%). Indeed 7 of 12 Galactic examples were
identified blindly in our search (x 2.3.1). However, pulsations
are only intermittently detectable from three transient magnetars—
SGR162741 (Mereghetti et al. 2006b),AXJ1845.00258 (Tam
et al. 2006), and XTE J1810197 (Gotthelf et al. 2004). A fourth,
1E 1547.05408, has recently been identified as a magnetar
through its radio emission (Camilo et al. 2007), but X-ray pul-
sations have not yet been confirmed (Gelfand & Gaensler 2007).
The limits on their luminosities and pulse fraction serve as guides
for our barely detectable pulsars. Therefore, there could be a sig-
nificant number of magnetars that can only be identified in a blind
search intermittently, when they produce outbursts.
For the purposes of this discussion, we will divide magnetars
into three types: (1) the standard AXP-like sources, which are
persistently bright and can be detected with pointed observations
at any time; (2) the SGR-like magnetars, which can be identified
by wide-field gamma-ray burst monitors from anywhere in the
galaxy whenever they produce outbursts consisting of multiple
soft gamma-ray bursts or occasional giant gamma-ray flares; and
(3) the transient AXPs, which can only be identified by pointed
observations when they produce outbursts reaching a luminosity
of k1035 ergs s1 (0.510 keV). This is not to suggest that these
groups are mutually exclusive. For instance, the standard AXP 1E
2259+586 exhibits both short timescale bursts that appear similar
to (although much fainter than) SGR bursts, and variability in its
mean intensity that could be interpreted as a transient outburst
with timescales of months (Woods et al. 2004). Moreover, in ad-
dition to its soft gamma-ray bursts, SGR 162741 also exhibits
large (factor of 20) variations in its persistent X-ray luminosity
between bursts (Woods et al. 1999; Hurley et al. 2000;Mereghetti
et al. 2006a), which could be interpreted as an outburst like those
seen from transient AXPs (Woods et al. 2001, 2007; Kouveliotou
et al. 2003). Instead, we use these classifications to highlight the
relative ease or difficulty with which different magnetars could be
detected, and thereby to answer the question, If there are many
more magnetars in the Galaxy, what must they look like?
In the subsections below, we use the results of surveys most
sensitive to each class of object. For standard AXPs, we use our
own survey of Chandra and XMM-Newton data. For SGRs, the
best constraints are provided by all-sky gamma-ray burstmonitors.
For transient AXPs, similar results are found using our own
archival survey, and past surveys with RXTE and ASCA.
3.3.1. The Number of Standard AXPs
The standard AXPs are the easiest population to constrain,
because they are easily detectable throughout the Galaxy. Our
survey of archival Chandra and XMM-Newton observations is
90% complete for finding standard AXPs for5% of the young
stellar population in the Galaxy.
Before estimating a total number of standard AXPs, however,
we need to establish how many known examples lie within our
random survey of the Galaxy. Only one source was identified in
an observation in which it was not the target: CXOU J164710.2
455216 inWesterlund 1 (Muno et al. 2006). The other sources de-
tected in our survey were observed as the targets of Chandra and
XMM-Newton observations because theywere previously known,
and some thought must be taken before they can be considered
as part of a random sample. Three of the standard AXPS orig-
inally were identified serendipitously during observations of
other sources: 1E 1048.15937 during Einstein observations
of the Carina nebula (Seward et al. 1986), 1E 2259+586 during
Einstein observations of a supernova remnant (Fahlman&Gregory
1981), and 1E 1841045 during ASCA observations of a super-
nova remnant (Vasisht & Gotthelf 1997). In the first case, the
separation on the sky between the magnetar and the central po-
sition of the original target werek0.5, which makes it unlikely
that the magnetar would have serendipitously fallen in the field
of view of a Chandra or XMM-Newton observation. In the latter
two cases, the magnetars are close enough to the supernova rem-
nants that one could have discovered them with Chandra or
XMM-Newton observations, if one makes the reasonable as-
sumption that the supernova remnant would be a sufficiently
compelling target to have been observed. Therefore, we claim
that three known magnetars lie in the random sample of the
Galaxy that we surveyed.
Knowing that there are three easily detectable magnetars that
can be found in our search of 5% of the young stars in the Galaxy,
we can determine the most likely total number of such objects in
the Galaxy using the binomial distribution. The probability that n
pulsars out of a total population N would lie in a fraction f of the
Galaxy is
prob(nj f;N ) ¼ f n(1 f )(Nn) N !
n!(N  n)! : ð8Þ
This can be inverted using Bayes’ theorem to give the total num-
ber of magnetars N, given that n ¼ 3 magnetars are found with
the fraction f ¼ 0:05 of the Galaxy:
prob(N j f; n)¼ prob(nj f;N )P1
N¼n
prob(nj f;N )
; ð9Þ
The most likely value and 90% confidence interval for the total
number of easily detectable magnetars is 59þ9232. Given that the
number of known Galactic magnetars is 12, there could be 47þ9232
waiting to be discovered.
The Galactic rate of core-collapse supernovae is 0.01
0.04 yr1 (Cappallaro et al. 1993; van den Bergh & McClure
1994), and the radio pulsar birth rate has been recently estimated
to be between0.014 yr1 (Lorimer et al. 2006) and0.03 yr1
(Faucher-Gigue`re &Kaspi 2006). If magnetars have typical life-
times of 104 yr (Kouveliotou et al. 1994; Gaensler et al. 1999),
then with somewhere between 27 and 160 in the Galaxy, the
magnetar birth rate would be between 0.003 and 0.016 yr1. The
lower bound is considerably smaller than the pulsar birth rate, as
would be expected if magnetars descend from >30M stars (e.g.,
Gaensler et al. 2005). However, at the upper range, magnetars that
resemble the standardAXPs could have a birth rate nearly equal to
that of radio pulsars.
3.3.2. The Number of SGRs
An SGR can be identified if it produces multiple bright soft
gamma-ray bursts (k1040 ergs s1, e.g., Aptekar et al. 2001).
Over the course of 25 yr of monitoring, three Galactic SGRs
have been confirmed (and one in the LMC;Woods & Thompson
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2006).10 Their bursts typically last 0.1 s (Go¨g˘u¨Y et al. 2001), so
they are bright enough to be detected from anywhere in the Gal-
axy. Therefore, to estimate their total number, we only need to
determine the rate at which SGRs produce detectable bursts.
For any monitoring period of length T, if we define an ‘‘out-
burst’’ as containing multiple individual soft gamma-ray bursts,
an SGR will be identified if it produces one or more outbursts.
According to Poisson statistics, if the outburst rate r (where we
take r to have units such that the expected number of outbursts in
a time T is rT ), the chance that any given source is detected will
be
probdet ¼ 1 erT : ð10Þ
Given an ensemble of n sources, the probability that m sources
will be detected (and n m not detected) is
prob(mjn; rT ) ¼ (1 erT )m(erT )(nm) n!
m!(n m)! : ð11Þ
This is simply a binomial distribution, which can be inverted
using Bayes’ theorem to obtain prob(njm; rT ) in the same way as
equation (9).
We can receive some guidance about the rate at which SGRs
are active by noting that, out of 25 yr of monitoring, SGR
180620 has been active for 7 yr, SGR 1900+14 for 4 yr,
SGR 052666 (in the LMC) for 2 yr, and SGR 162741 for
2 months (Aptekar et al. 2001; Woods & Thompson 2006).
The bursts tend to be associated with periods of activity lasting
months to years. It is clear that the activity level is variable from
source to source, so we consider a range of rates.
Givenm ¼ 3 and T ¼ 25 yr, in Figure 9 we plot for a range of
r the most-likely value and 90% confidence limit for n. If on av-
erage one outburst is expected every 10 yr, which is near the mean
of the sample that has already been identified, then with 90% con-
fidence we should have already detected all of the Galactic SGRs.
However, if an SGR only becomes active once per 100 yr, there
could be 13þ187 in total in theGalaxy. Our best estimate is therefore
that the number of Galactic SGRs is much smaller than that of
standard AXPs, unless SGRs are active less frequently than once
per several hundred years.
3.3.3. The Number of Transient AXPs
Transient AXPs would be the most difficult to identify, and
could comprise the majority of the magnetars. We define an
AXP as transient if it has a luminosity of P1033 ergs s1 (0.5Y
10 keV) for most of its current life, but increases in luminosity
to1035 ergs s1 for durations of on order a year (e.g., Gotthelf
et al. 2004; Tam et al. 2006). We define the ‘‘outburst’’ as the
year-long period when the AXP is luminous. Three transient AXPs
are known (XTE J1810197, CXOU J164710.2455216, and
1E 1547.05408), along with one candidate (AX J1845.00258).
Our archival Chandra and XMM-Newton survey provides the
most sensitive search for transient AXPs in quiescence. None-
theless, when looking for a pulsar with LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1
(0.5Y10 keV) and Arms ¼ 15%, our survey is only 90% com-
plete for 0.4% of the Galactic young stellar population. The
simple calculation (eq. [9]) assuming no new barely detectable
magnetars in f ¼ 0:005 of the Galaxy,11 implies that with 90%
confidence there could be up to 540 waiting to be discovered. Un-
fortunately, this estimate is not a strict upper bound, because qui-
escent AXPs could be less luminous or have lower pulsed fractions
than we have assumed.
An AXP in outburst could be detected over a larger fraction
of the Galaxy, but it still requires an observation with a pointed
X-ray observatory. To constrain their numbers based on AXPs in
outburst, we must account for both the fraction of the young stars
in the Galaxy that can be surveyed by a given observatory (eq. [8]),
and the chance that AXPs in the region will produce an outburst
(eq. [11]). We assume that there is a population of N magnetars
in the Galaxy with an outburst rate r, and that we searched for
them with a survey of duration T that covered a fraction f of
the magnetar birth places. Then, the probability that m magnetars
will be found is the joint probability that n out of N magnetars
will lie in the survey region, and that m out of n will produce
outbursts:
prob(mjrT; f;N ) ¼
XN
n¼m
(1 erT )m(erT )(nm) n!
m!(n m)!
; f n(1 f )(Nn) N !
n!(N  n)! :
ð12Þ
This can be inverted using Bayes’ theorem, in order to derive the
probability that there are N magnetars given that m are foundwith
outbursts at a rate r in a fraction f of the Galaxy, prob(N jm; rT; f ),
as in equation (9). Here, because we are dealing with transient
sources, f represents the fraction of the young Galactic popula-
tion searched per year, which is the duration of a typical outburst.
We can estimate the rate of outbursts from transient AXPs from
the four known examples (here we assume that the candidate is a
genuine example). AX J1845.00258 andXTE J1810197 have
each exhibited only one outburst each, in 1993 and 2002, respec-
tively, which in both cases led to their discoveries (Torii et al.
1998; Ibrahim et al. 2004; Gotthelf et al. 2004; Tam et al. 2006).
In contrast, CXOU J164710.2455216 entered into outburst only
10 In addition, one candidate SGR has been proposed based on the identifica-
tion of two bursts (Cline et al. 2000), and hundreds of individual SGR-like bursts
have been identified all over the sky (see http://www.srl.berkeley.edu/iph3).
Fig. 9.—Number of SGRs that could be present in the Galaxy, as a function of
the rate at which year-long outbursts (consisting of multiple, P1 s soft gamma-
ray bursts) recur. The solid lines shows the most likely number, given that 3 Ga-
lactic SGRs have been identified in the last 25 yr, and the dashed lines show the
90% confidence limit on that number.
11 CXOU J164710.2455216 is transient, but was already counter among
the easily detectable examples, because it has a fully modulated pulse profile that
is not characteristic of the other transient AXPs.
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a year after its discovery (Muno et al. 2006, 2007; Israel et al.
2007), and 1E 1547.05408 has brightened to 1035 ergs s1
(0.5Y10 keV) on at least two occasions in the last 10 yr (Gelfand
& Gaensler 2007; Camilo et al. 2007). Taken together, these re-
sults suggest that the mean recurrence time is about once every
8 yr. As we did for SGRs, we consider below a range of rates
around this value.
To compute the fraction of the young Galactic population that
has been searched for transient AXPs, we need to take into ac-
count how the known examples were discovered. Two transient
AXPs were discovered serendipitously: XTE J1810197 in an
RXTE observation of SGR 1806-20 (Ibrahim et al. 2004), and
AX J1845.00250 in anASCA observation of Kes 75 (Torii et al.
1998). We consider these to be useful examples for estimating the
total Galactic population. The other two probably would not have
been idenitified as transient AXPs were it not for unusual circum-
stances. The outburst from CXOU J164710.2455216 was iden-
tified because it produced a hard X-ray burst that was detected by
Swift, but that burst probably would have been ignored if the
source had not been previously identified in quiescence ( Israel
et al. 2007). We have taken into account objects like CXOU
J164710.2455216 to the Galactic population in x 3.3.1, so we
do not include it here. 1E 1547.05408 was positively identified
as a magnetar through radio observations of a variable, pointlike
X-ray source in a supernova remnant that was studied deliberately
(Gelfand & Gaensler 2007; Camilo et al. 2007). X-ray pulsations
have not yet been confirmed from this source, so we do not con-
sider it here.
Based on the above considerations, we now calculate the frac-
tion of young stars thatRXTE,ASCA,Chandra, andXMM-Newton
surveyed per year during their lifetimes, in the same manner as
in x 3.1Y3.2. We assume that the target magnetar would have
LX ¼ 1035 ergs s1 (0.5Y10 keV), and a net number of counts
determined by the observations in which XTE J1810197 and
AX J1845.00258 were identified. For RXTE XTE J1810
197 was detected with6 counts s1 in a 2.6 ks observation with
the Proportional Counter Array (PCA; Ibrahim et al. 2004), so we
assume that a pulsar would require 1:6 ; 104 total counts to be
identifiable. We take the PCA field of view to be 500 ; 500, and
use a count-to-flux conversion that is 33% of the on-axis value.
We find that the RXTE PCA has surveyed 2% of the Galaxy
down to this sensitivity during the last 11 yr, and0.7% in any
given year. For ASCA AX J1845.00258 was detected with
1000 net counts in each Gas Imaging Spectrometer (Torii et al.
1998). Vignetting drastically reduces the count rates from sources
off-axis, so we assume a field-of-view of only 200 ; 200, and use
a flux-to-count conversion that is 33% smaller than the on-axis
value. We find that ASCA observations were sensitive to bright
magnetars over 3% of the Galaxy during its 7 yr lifetime, and
1% of the Galaxy per year. Finally, we find that Chandra sur-
veyed 0.5% of the Galaxy per year over the last 7 yr, and that
XMM-Newton surveyed1% of the Galaxy per year over the last
6 yr. Taken together, and accounting for overlaps, we find that
over the last 11 yr (since the launch of RXTE ),2%of theGalaxy
has been surveyed by a pointed X-ray observatory each year.
In Figure 10, we plot the constraints on the total number of
transient AXPs, given that two were identified during observa-
tions of f ¼ 0:02 of the young Galactic population each year for
T ¼ 11 yr. Transient AXPs are probably the largest undiscov-
ered population of magnetars. For instance, if the average tran-
sient AXP produces outbursts at a rate of one per 10 yr, then there
could be 190þ390110 of them in the Galaxy. The upper bound is com-
parable to the number of quiescent magnetars that we estimate
could be present based on archival Chandra and XMM-Newton
observations. For a lifetime of 104 yr (Kouveliotou et al. 1994;
Gaensler et al. 1999), this implies a birth rate of 0.008Y0.06 yr1.
The lower bound is 50% of the radio pulsar birth rate, whereas
the upper bound exceeds the higher estimate of the pulsar birth
rate fromFaucher-Gigue`re&Kaspi (2006). The higher ratewould
be large compared to the estimated Galactic supernova rate. How-
ever, it is possible that transient magnetars have significantly
longer lifetimes than have been estimated based on the energy
budgets of the persistent examples (e.g., Kouveliotou et al. 1994;
Gaensler et al. 1999), in which case the birth rates would be cor-
respondingly lower.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have searched archivalChandra and XMM-Newton obser-
vations for X-ray pulsars, in order to constrain the Galactic popu-
lation of magnetars.Althoughwe found four objectswith periodic
variability on timescales of 200Y5000 s (Figs. 2Y5 and Table 1),
we found no sources that were obviously magnetars. The archival
observations that we used covered a moderate fraction of the
young stellar populations from which magnetars descend. Our
search was sensitive to the standard, easily detectable AXP-like
magnetar (LX ¼ 1035 ergs s1 [0.5Y10 keV] and a sinusoidal pulse
profile with Arms ¼ 0:12, or, equivalently, LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1
and Arms ¼ 0:7) with 90% completeness for 5% of the mass in
the Galactic spiral arms. Searching for transient AXPs in quies-
cence (LX ¼ 3 ; 1033 ergs s1 and Arms ¼ 0:15), however, we
were only sensitive over 0.4% of the Galactic spiral arms.
Based on the number of known Galactic magnetars, we then
placed constraints on the total population. Our archival search
placed strict constraints on the number of standard, persistent
AXPs,which number 59þ9232 with 90% confidence.We also placed
constraints on the number of SGR-like magnetars as a function of
the rate atwhich they produce outbursts (Fig. 9), and find that for a
likely recurrence rate of 0.01 yr1, there would be 13þ187 in the
Galaxy. However, these populations may be dwarfed by the num-
ber of transient AXPs similar toXTE J1810197 (see also Ibrahim
et al. 2004). No new examples were detected in archivalChandra
and XMM-Newton observations, so up to 540 quiescent AXPs
could be present in the Galaxy. We also considered the fact that
two transient AXPs have been discovered in outburst by ASCA
Fig. 10.—Number of transient AXPs that could be present in the Galaxy, as a
function of the rate at which year-long outbursts (in which the X-ray luminosity
is at least 1035 ergs s1) recur. The number of Galactic examples is calculated
based on observations with ASCA, RXTE, Chandra, and XMM-Newton, which
surveyed 2% of the Galaxy each year for 11 yr, and discovered two transient
AXPs. The solid lines shows the most likely number, and the dashed lines show
the 90% confidence limit.
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and RXTE. The fact that ASCA, RXTE, Chandra, and XMM-
Newton together have surveyed 2% of the Galaxy each year for
the last 11 yr allows us to constrain the number of transients as
a function of their recurrence time (Fig. 10). For a recurrence
time of once every 10 yr, this calculation suggests there are be-
tween 80 and 580 transient AXPs, with 90% confidence. As-
suming a lifetime of 104 yr for persistent magnetars (Kouveliotou
et al. 1994; Gaensler et al. 1999), their birth rate is at least 10% of
that of radio pulsars, and could equal the radio pulsar birth rate
(e.g., Lorimer et al. 2006; Faucher-Gigue`re & Kaspi 2006). The
birth rate of transient magnetars could exceed those of radio pul-
sars, unless their lifetimes are significantly longer than 104 yr.
The main uncertainty in the number of Galactic magnetars is
introduced by the unknown activity level of transient examples.
Further monitoring of known transient AXPs would constrain
their duty cycles and reduce this uncertainty, so long as the known
examples can be taken as representative of all magnetars. Ulti-
mately, however, a wide-field monitoring campaign is needed to
identifymore transientAXPs in outburst. This can be accomplished
in principle in the X-ray band, although the sensitivity of current
and planned wide-field monitors (2 ; 1011 ergs cm2 s1,
0.5Y10 keV; Levine et al. 1996; Remillard et al. 2000; Braga &
Mejı´a 2006) is only sufficient to barely detect a 1035 ergs s1
magnetar to a distance of 4 kpc from Earth. On the other hand,
the detections of XTE J1810197 (Camilo et al. 2006) and
1E 1547.05408 (Camilo et al. 2007) in the radio with charac-
teristic intensities of k100 mJy kpc2 suggests that future radio
surveys with the Low-Frequency Array, theMileuraWide-field
Array, or the Square Kilometer Array (e.g., Cordes et al. 2004)
could provide the best constraints on the numbers of magnetars
in the Galaxy.
We thank E. Gotthelf for sharing the results of his observations
of AX J1853.30128. This work made use of data obtained
from the High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research
Center (HEASARC), provided byNASA’s Goddard Space Flight
Center.
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